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JCPT92-05-01 ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY The East Swan Hills Unit waterflood optimization study: a multi-disciplinary
ipfinary approach G. CZYZEWSKI, H.T. HORNFORD, P.C. MacLEAN and M.R. CARLSON ABSTRACT The East Swan Hills Unit @Vo. I is located on the eastern flank of the Swan Hills Beaverhill Lake "A " and "B " Pools. The reser- voir is now in an advanced stage of depletion like many of A lbertas oil mmrvoirs Optimization of a geologically complex reservoir, such as iy found in the Beaverhill Lake, @ a major undertaking and re- quires a multi-disciplinary approach.
To evaluate waterflood per- formance a study consisting of petrophysical data reduction, geological mapping, spreadsheet analysis of recovery and reservol ' r simulation was carried out. This paper highlights three major con- tributions which were essential in the analysis.- ]. The significance of geological nwpping which has identified layer- heterogeneity within the Swan Hills formation and the poten- tial in the underlying Slave Point formation. 2.
Manual waterflood calculations have enhanced the understand- ing of the reservoir and conjirmed Slave Point
production, prior to proceeding with numerical simulation. 3. T7ze methodology used to simulate a multilayer reservoir under waterflood is described.
Incremental recovery is predicted by improved waterflooding in selected areas of the Unit. A program consisting of injection test- ing, production testing, single well tracers and selective cased hole logging has been designed, pnor to proceeding with field implemen- tation. Introduction T'he East Swan Hills Unit is located in the province of Alberta ap- proximately 200 km northwest of Edmonton as shown in Figure 1. This field was
discovered in early 1963 with p@ production cormnencing in the saine year. Commingled production is derived p
y from the Swan R& fon-nation as well as from the under- lying Slave Point formation. There are 76 wells in the Unit. The field was produced by p@@ fluid expamion drive since there was no gas cap or no acquifer support. Unitization occurred in 1967 for the purposes of waterflooding. Peak oil production of 19'9 M3/day occurred in 1969 after which ofl production declined at 20% per year.
An aggressive workover program was initiated in 1984 to arrest the production decline.
The program was successful as indicated by the ofl production rate which has remained flat over the last five years. The current ofl rate is 100 M3/day with a water cut of 90%. As the Unit was approaching its econo@c @t, it was con- cluded that a detailed reservoir engineering study should be carri-,,Ui out to dete@ne if improved waterflooding could be achieved.
This paper documents the results of the study and the method- Keywords: East Swan Hill, Geological-petrophysical, Reservoir engineering, Numerical simulation. Paper reviewed and accepted for publication by the Editorial 18
ology used. The paper has been divided into three main sections: Geological - Petrophysical Studies, Conventional Reservoir En- gineering Review and Reservoir Simulation. The Op@tion Pro- _ gram developed from these three studies is then discussed. Finally, the conclusions of the paper are presented. Geological - Petrophysical Studies Method of Study When the East Swan Hills pool was being developed and unitized a fairly simple geological model was used. Two reservoirs, the Swan Hills member and the Slave Point member were recognized. These became known colloquially as the "Light Brown"
and "Dark Brown", respectively. The Light Brown member was known to be of substantially better reservoir quality; hence most development was aimed at this pay. The Slave Point contribution was considered . . msi@ficant in many areas of the reef. Subsequent work (see refer- ences) plus produefion performance reviews demonstrated that the reservoir was more complex. Up to eight zones were identified in the main Swan Hills reef bioherm. The last major geological study of the subjell Unit predated these referenced studies. Consequently a complete geological re-evaluation was necessary.
The stud@ concentrated on identifying detailed layering with a panicular emphasis on estabhs@g the degree of con@uity that existed betwlen the different segments of the reservoir. A complete computerized petrophysical evaluation was undertaken. The results of this anal@'sis were used as the basis for identifying layers. The continuity of the layers was best identified with a series of cross sections which extended between all wells in the Unit. Maps were subsequently prepared showing porosity and permeability for each of the'defined reservoir layers in the pool. Composite maps were
compiled foi- the Swan Hills and the Slave Point members. Geology of Swan Hills (Light Brown Member) The East Swan Hills Urtit is located at the front of the main Swan Hills reef (Fig. 1) and extends northeastward for about 8 km into the lagoonal area between the Swan Hills and House Mountain reef build-ups.
In the area of the subject Ufflt, the Upper Devo@an Swan Hills formation consists of light brown detrital limestone composed of fossil fragments and org@c debris, much of which was derived from the adjacent reef. This material consists of coarse fragments of reef-building org@sms
with finer fragments of carbonate along with interbeds of lime mud or hmy shale. Shoals of weff sorted frag- ments comprise zones of high porosity and penneabflity. Low energy inter-shoal areas received finer sediments winch formed less penne- able rocks. N4inor patch reefs which also developed in the area provided locw sources for fossil debris. A promin(!nt tidal channel trends
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